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Abstract

Exercise has long been associated with better sleep, and evidence is accumulating on the efficacy 

of exercise as a nonpharmacologic treatment option for disturbed sleep. Recent research, however, 

has noted that poor sleep may contribute to low physical activity levels, emphasizing a robust 

bidirectional relationship between exercise and sleep. This article will briefly review the evidence 

supporting the use of exercise as a nonpharmacologic treatment for sleep disturbance, outline 

future research that is needed to establish the viability of exercise as a behavioral sleep treatment, 

describe recent research that has emphasized the potential influence of poor sleep on daytime 

activity levels, and discuss whether improving sleep may facilitate adoption and/or better 

adherence to a physically active lifestyle. With poor sleep and physical inactivity each recognized 

as key public health priorities, additional research into the bidirectional relationship between 

exercise and sleep has significant implications for facilitating greater exercise adherence and 

improving sleep in society.
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Sufficient sleep is essential for optimum health—just a few of the numerous processes 

occurring during sleep include memory consolidation, clearance of brain metabolites, and 

restoration of nervous, immune, skeletal, and muscular systems.1 Virtually all bodily 

systems are impacted by poor or inadequate sleep, and chronic sleep disturbance predisposes 

an individual to cardiovascular disease, metabolic dysfunction, psychiatric disorders, and 

early mortality.1,2

Despite the significance of adequate sleep, insufficient or disturbed sleep is extremely 

common. For instance, thirty percent of employed adults report obtaining 6 or fewer hours 

of sleep per night,3 approximately one-third of all adults report significant sleep 

complaints,4 and the two most common sleep disorders, insomnia and sleep-disordered 

breathing (SDB), each have prevalence rates exceeding 10% in the adult population.5,6 

Unfortunately, current approaches to treatment are limited. For poor sleep quality and 

insomnia complaints, prescription hypnotic medications offer short-term efficacy but are 
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plagued by concerns about dependency, hazardous side effects, and long-term health risk.7 

In contrast, cognitive-behavioral therapy for insomnia (CBT-I) provides greater long-term 

efficacy and fewer side effects than hypnotics; however, availability remains restricted.8 

Meanwhile, the primary treatment option for SDB, continuous positive airway pressure 

(CPAP), significantly reduces SDB symptoms when used, but compliance remains 

problematic.9

Due to its wide-ranging health benefits, minimal cost and side effects, and accessibility, 

exercise is an attractive nonpharmacologic treatment option for disturbed sleep.10 Recent 

research, though, has shown that poor sleep may hamper efforts to be physically active, 

emphasizing the bidirectional relationship between exercise and sleep. This article will 

briefly summarize the current evidence supporting the use of exercise in the management of 

sleep problems, suggest future research that would help establish the viability of exercise as 

a behavioral sleep medicine treatment option, review recent research showing that sleep and 

sleep timing may contribute to physical inactivity, and discuss whether improving sleep may 

facilitate a physically active lifestyle.

Exercise as a Treatment for Disturbed Sleep

Exercise has long been associated with better sleep.11 Despite surprisingly little 

experimental research involving patients with significant sleep disturbance or sleep 

disorders, the available evidence suggests that exercise holds promise as a 

nonpharmacologic therapy for adults with poor or disordered sleep.10

Most studies that have examined the effects of exercise training on general poor sleep 

quality (i.e., subclinical sleep complaints) have focused on older adults, among whom sleep 

complaints are extremely prevalent. A recent meta-analysis of six studies found that exercise 

training resulted in modest improvements in subjective sleep quality in middle- to older-

aged adults with sleep problems.12 However, other trials have found minimal to no 

improvements in sleep following exercise training (e.g., 13) and objective sleep parameters 

have rarely been found to change in the few trials that have utilized actigraphy or 

polysomnography.14,15 Although there are only three published studies to date, research that 

has focused on adults diagnosed with chronic insomnia have provided much more consistent

—and promising—results on the effect of exercise on sleep.16-18 As a prominent example, 

Reid and colleagues found that 4 months of aerobic exercise training in a sample of older 

adults with insomnia significantly improved sleep quality while also reducing daytime 

sleepiness and depressive symptoms.17 Thus, exercise may hold the most promise for those 

with more severe or more chronic sleep disturbance.

Exercise training also reduces SDB severity, with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) the most 

common type of SDB examined. A recent meta-analysis of five studies found that exercise 

training reduced OSA severity by 32% despite a nonsignificant decrease in body mass 

index(BMI). 19 In the largest randomized trial to date, Kline and colleagues found that 12 

weeks of moderate-intensity aerobic and resistance exercise resulted in a 25% reduction in 

OSA severity despite less than 1 kg of weight loss.20 Notably, exercise training also led to 
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better subjective and objective sleep and improvements in daytime functioning (e.g., quality 

of life, depressive symptoms, vigor, fatigue) in this sample.21

It is less understood whether a single exercise bout impacts the corresponding night's sleep 

in adults with poor sleep. Although a previous meta-analysis reported modest improvements 

in sleep following an acute bout of exercise, these results were based on studies that only 

included good sleepers.22 In contrast, only two studies have examined this question in poor 

sleepers, both involving adults diagnosed with chronic insomnia. Passos and colleagues 

found that an acute bout of moderate-intensity aerobic exercise, but not high-intensity 

aerobic exercise or high-intensity resistance exercise, improved sleep compared to a baseline 

night in a sample of middle-aged adults.23 In contrast, Baron and colleagues found no 

relationship between single sessions of moderate-intensity aerobic exercise and sleep during 

the corresponding night across a 4-month exercise intervention for 11 older adults.24 The 

exercise regimen did, however, result in significant improvements in sleep efficiency and 

sleep duration at post-intervention compared to baseline.24 Overall, then, the divergent 

findings from these two studies suggest that the sleep-enhancing effects of exercise may not 

manifest initially.

Exercise to Improve Sleep: Future Research Needs

Overall, the available evidence certainly suggests that exercise could be a valuable 

behavioral therapy for poor or disordered sleep. However, many unanswered questions need 

resolved before exercise can be optimally prescribed as a behavioral treatment option for 

disturbed sleep. Perhaps the most pressing need is for larger-scale experimental studies to be 

conducted as, for both insomnia/poor sleep quality and SDB, the current evidence base is 

too small to provide well-informed recommendations. For instance, recent meta-analyses 

summarizing the effect of exercise training on subjective sleep quality and OSA severity 

included only 305 (6 trials) and 129 participants (5 trials), respectively.12,19 Larger sample 

sizes will also allow researchers to examine whether specific participant characteristics can 

predict the efficacy of exercise on sleep outcomes; while most studies have found that 

exercise, on average, modestly improves sleep parameters and OSA severity, it is plausible 

that individuals will respond differently depending upon specific attributes (e.g., sex, BMI, 

depressive symptoms).25

Little attention has been given to the possibility that the various components of an exercise 

regimen (e.g., dose, mode, timing) have differential effects on sleep. Experimental studies 

have typically employed moderate-intensity aerobic exercise or moderate-intensity 

resistance exercise at doses that approximate public health guidelines; however, direct 

comparisons between different exercise intensities have not been performed, and combining 

or directly comparing modes of exercise have been rare.20,26 There has also been minimal 

inquiry into the possible dose-response effects of exercise on sleep27,28—for instance, is 

there a minimal dose of exercise (integrating frequency, duration, and intensity) below 

which sleep is not improved? Conversely, are greater improvements in sleep observed with 

higher doses of exercise? Likewise, the time course of change in sleep with exercise is 

relatively unknown, as most studies have only examined sleep at baseline and post-

intervention. Whether the timing of exercise matters in relation to sleep has received the 
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most attention thus far, primarily due to the alleged sleep-disrupting effect of late-night 

exercise. While the optimal time of exercise for sleep remains equivocal,13,18 experimental 

evidence does not support the claim that late-night exercise disrupts subsequent sleep.29

The efficacy of exercise relative to standard sleep treatment options (e.g., hypnotics, CBT-I, 

CPAP therapy) is unknown as exercise has rarely been directly compared to these 

treatments.16 Accordingly, comparative-effectiveness trials could establish the true value of 

exercise to sleep medicine. Similarly, research examining the value of exercise as an adjunct 

to standard sleep treatment is needed. In particular, while exercise is unlikely to be a viable 

standalone OSA therapy, it may hold particular promise as an adjunct therapy due to its 

robust benefits on daytime functioning and cardiovascular risk, two prominent consequences 

of OSA.30

Does Poor Sleep Contribute to Physical Inactivity?

A bidirectional relationship between exercise and sleep has long been assumed.11 Until 

recently, though, evidence to support the claim that poor sleep led to less exercise was 

limited to investigations that focused on group differences in physical activity between 

adults with and without significant sleep disturbances. These studies found, in general, that 

adults with poor sleep were less active than similar adults without sleep complaints. For 

instance, adults with insomnia symptoms are less active (e.g., 31) and have lower 

cardiorespiratory fitness32 than adults without insomnia, possibly due to daytime sleepiness 

and/or fatigue.33 Similarly, adults with SDB are less likely to be physically active than 

adults without SDB,34,35 with SDB severity inversely correlated with objective indices of 

physical activity.36 These low activity levels were commonly attributed to the excess 

weight, low energy, and high levels of fatigue and sleepiness that are characteristics of 

adults with SDB.37,38

Recent studies have attempted to examine the bidirectional relationship between exercise 

and sleep using more sophisticated statistical approaches. There are only a handful of these 

studies, and current evidence is limited to samples of older adults or adults with chronic 

pain. Nevertheless, two studies have shown that poor sleep (i.e., bad sleep quality or 

insomnia symptoms) predicts lower levels of physical activity 2-7 years later.39,40 Even 

more compelling, though, are studies that have found that nightly variations in various sleep 

parameters (i.e., sleep quality,41,42 subjective sleep latency,24 actigraphic sleep efficiency43) 

predict physical activity behavior the following day. Some of the observed associations may 

be of limited practical significance (e.g., a 30-min increase in the time to fall asleep 

associated with a 1-min decrease in next-day exercise duration,24 a 10% increase in sleep 

efficiency associated with a 5.4% increase in next-day MVPA minutes43). Regardless, it is 

notable that most of these studies found poor sleep to be a stronger predictor of subsequent 

physical activity than vice versa.24,39,40,43 These findings are also concordant with recent 

research that has found that experimentally imposed short sleep duration (e.g., < 6 hours per 

night) results in lower daytime activity levels.44,45

Initial evidence also suggests that one's diurnal preference (i.e., morningness-eveningness) 

and the timing of sleep—independent of sleep quality and duration— is related to physical 
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activity in adults. Specifically, greater morningness and an earlier habitual wake time were 

associated with greater levels of physical activity.46,47 As these two studies were cross-

sectional analyses, it is possible that exercise (or lack thereof) alters diurnal preference 

and/or sleep timing. Exercise can shift the timing of circadian rhythms, though whether the 

timing is advanced or delayed likely depends upon the time of exercise.48

Does Improving Sleep Lead to Increased Physical Activity?

The observational studies noted above allow the possibility that improving sleep may 

increase daytime activity levels. This is a logical supposition, as sleep and physical activity 

are both modifiable behaviors, and better sleep—by minimizing daytime impairment (e.g., 

sleepiness, fatigue/energy)—could facilitate an active lifestyle. However, experimental 

evidence to support this possibility is lacking. To my knowledge, only one study has 

examined this question in adults with poor sleep and/or insomnia. In a sample of older adults 

diagnosed with chronic insomnia, Kline and colleagues found that 4 weeks of behavioral 

treatment for insomnia did not change either self-reported or actigraphic measures of 

daytime activity despite significant improvements in subjective and actigraphic sleep at 

post-intervention.49

Similar results have been found in the three studies that have examined whether CPAP 

treatment increases daytime activity levels in patients with OSA. Across these studies, 1-6 

months of CPAP treatment had no discernible impact on objective measures of physical 

activity despite significant improvement in daytime impairment (e.g., sleepiness, 

fatigue).50-52 Moreover, a recent study found that an intervention combining CPAP with 

tailored behavioral modification of eating habits and physical activity successfully improved 

eating behavior but was unable to change physical activity levels.53

The disappointing results of these studies—in particular, those involving OSA patients—

suggest that improving sleep is insufficient to spontaneously change physical activity 

behavior. Traditional sleep treatments may need to be augmented with focused physical 

activity counseling to change activity levels in adults with poor sleep. Furthermore, 

identification of the specific barriers and facilitators to altering physical activity behavior in 

adults with disturbed sleep may be helpful. Although this has not been evaluated in adults 

with poor sleep quality or insomnia, studies focused on OSA patients have found that 

physical activity levels correspond to patients' stage of behavior change readiness54 and fear 

of movement.55

Conclusions

Both poor/insufficient sleep and physical inactivity are significant public health priorities. 

Interest in the bidirectional relationship between exercise and sleep has surged in recent 

years, presumably due to increased recognition of the value of sleep and the modifiability of 

both sleep and exercise behaviors. However, while intervening on physical activity levels 

has been shown to improve sleep, improving sleep has not resulted in increased levels of 

physical activity. Thus, additional research is needed to overcome the current conundrum—

although exercise may be an important behavioral treatment for improving poor and/or 
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disordered sleep, poor sleep may be a key impediment to initiating and/or maintaining a 

physically active lifestyle.
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